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DISCLAIMER While every efort has been made to ensure
that this whitepaper and any material contained within is
accurate and up to date, it may not be exhaustive. It contains
forward-looking statements and ideas that are subject to
change. This document should not be considered investment
advice and does not imply a contractual relationship with
BeatzCoin buyers or holders.
Buying cryptocurrency presents many risks. The
cryptocurrency market is very volatile. Do NOT buy BeatzCoin
as an investment. BeatzCoin tokens are not intended to be
securities tokens in any jurisdiction. Owning any amount of
BeatzCoin does not entitle the owner to anything, other than
owning said amount of BeatzCoin. Please consult our full
disclaimer
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Deinitions

The below deinitions are used in the context of this white
paper
VibraVid
A multi-chain, decentralized-model platform designed to
eiciently stream audio and video, where users and creators
engage toward earning cryptocurrency. Tokens are not
intended to be securities tokens in any jurisdiction. Please
consult our full disclaimer at the end of this document.
BeatzCoin
A digital token utilizing blockchain technology.
Cryptocurrency
A digital currency that uses blockchain technology to provide
an auditable,
audit-able,open,
open,and
anddistributed
distributed
ledger.
an
ledger.
Fiat
Traditional government issued money.
Content creators
A person or group who provides content for others to read,
listen to, or view.
Users
Consumers of the products that content creators produce.
Token trading event
A preliminary and main event where participants can trade
TRX) and
Tron ((TRX)
for BeatzCoin
(BTZC)
other cryptocurrencies
for BeatzCoin ( BTZC) .
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Introduction
What are VibraVid and BeatzCoin?
VibraVid is here to change the way consumers interact with
digital content, while increasing the revenue potential of
content creators. VibraVid is a free P2P/peer-to-peer desktop
and mobile streaming application that enables users to view
and listen to content created by video and audio creators.
VibraVid is a platform for creators to upload, store, market,
lease and sell their content to users with the added beneits
of being able to crowdfund and sell merchandise and event
tickets directly to their subscribers and fans.
BeatzCoin is a cryptocurrency which is the exchange of
value on the VibraVid platform. Together, VibraVid and
BeatzCoin provide an ecosystem that allows creators and
users a means of exchange, peer-to-peer, for goods, services,
through bounties, and as prizes. Both, users and creators, are
rewarded for their participation by receiving BeatzCoin, which
they can use to purchase content, fan merchandise and event
tickets, as well as to promote their own content.
The problem:
Over 600,000 hours of video content and 18,000 hours of
music is uploaded to the major free streaming services on
the web daily for consumers to view and listen to. This makes
it incredibly diicult for an emerging creator to be noticed.
Creating high quality content requires time and resources, as
does content marketing.
A paradoxical situation arises wherein the creator is forced
to forsake production in favor of marketing and advertising.
Instead of using time and talent to produce creative works, the
creator becomes a marketer, resulting in a massive amount of
low quality content made available to users, who, in turn, lose
interest.
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Even with a successful team and marketing campaign, statistics
show that the majority of any targeted audience does not
interact with a content creator’s advertisement or provide
feedback. The VibraVid platform aims to solve the issue
of discoverability
discover-abilitywith
withthe
theadded
added
beneits
of im
anproved
improved
of
beneits
of an
method for increasing user interaction, critiquing and
feedback.
Existing platforms are focused primarily on increasing
advertising revenues and provide insuicient participation
incentives for users and content creators alike. They ofer
marketing solutions to creators at a premium and do not
incentivize users to view or listen to new content.
The most successful creators earn a minority share of revenue
from the platforms they upload their content to. VibraVid feels
that this is an unfair business model and our platform seeks to
change the status quo in favor of content creators and users
by incentivizing them to create and enjoy quality content.
We believe that this not only will allow more creators to start
making new and independent content, but will also allow them
to generate a fair income that is truly based on the popularity
of their content.
The solution:
With BeatzCoin at the center of VibraVid, we are able to
ofer both users and creators a new way of earning money
for creating, watching, or listening to what they love. While
advertising is not a thing of the past, we believe that users
should be able to decide if they want to view adverts,
and creators should be able to decide whether, and how
frequently, advertisements are displayed during the duration
of their content.
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Some of the ways VibraVid users will earn BeatzCoin are:
Signing up to the VibraVid platform
Locking their
their tokens
tokensvia POLS
Participating in bounties
Opting to watch paid to view ”PTV„ advertisements
Competing in daily and weekly challenges

Some of the ways creators on the VibraVid platform will
earn BeatzCoin are:
Having their content watched or listened to
Having the most views in a selected period
Allowing paid to view ”PTV„ advertisements on their
content
Receiving tips from viewers
Crowdfunding on our platform
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The opportunity
In 2016, the music industry generated 15.7 billion dollars,
globally. This was after a 15 year decline in revenue from 1999
to 2014 where it declined by 40%. This up-tick in revenue is
attributed to the accessibility of digital music. From 2004,
where digital music held a share of 0.4% of the total market
revenue, it has now grown to exceed 50% of the market.
This is mainly due to technological advancements, better
mobile data connectivity, and streaming services, the latter of
which turned the music industry around after many years of
piracy-related decline.
The industry is now growing steadily at approximately 5.9%
per annum, with 60.4% growth in streaming services and
17.7% digital revenue growth. Physical revenue is down 7.6%
and download revenue is down 20.5%.
Video streaming has had an equally meaningful impact on us,
with over 100,000 hours of video being streamed every minute
on subscription based services, and more than 600,000 hours
of video being uploaded to free video streaming services all indicators that the industry is experiencing exponential
growth. The 2017 revenues created by the top 10 streaming
video providers stood at $781M. The most interesting statistic
being that Q1 2017 realized $145M in revenue, and Q4’s
revenue was $242M.
VibraVid’s timely market entry is a strategy certain to genuinely
beneit and justly reward a large variety of creatives including,
but not limited to, popular video creators, instrumental
producers, musicians and movie producers and their many
fans and followers.
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How itit works
works(M ass Adoption)
How
VibraVid will
will be
be a
a sim
simple
process. Anyone
Anyone wanting
wanting to
to
JJoining
oining VibraVid
ple process.
participate will
willregister,
register and
a Tron
wallet
address.
participate
a Tron
wallet
will be generated for you.
Users
Users will be able to decide whether they would like to view
adverts on the platform, which will earn them BeatzCoin, or
they may opt to turn it of. The selection will not be ixed and
can be changed by the user at any time.
They will be able to stake their tokens and earn interest by
using Proof of Locked Stake ”POLS„. The tokens will be locked
for predetermined periods which will lower the circulating
supply.
Users may choose to enter various bounties on the platform
in order to earn additional BeatzCoin. There will be two types
of platform-based bounties; free and paid. Paid bounties will
require all participants to pool a small amount of BeatzCoin in
order to stand a chance of winning a larger amount of tokens.
The platform
platformwill
willalso
alsooffer
oferdaily
dailychallenges
and weekly
challenges
which
The
and
contests where
the user can participate in to win tokens.

Users will be able to search for content by audio or video and
play it on either their mobile or desktops. Some content will
have a cost which is allocated by the creator, and some will be
free or paid to the user to play or download.
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Creators
Once a creator has completed their registration, they will be
able to upload their content to our blockchain-based P2P
network.
Creators will then be able to set the fee for playing/viewing the
individual track,
track,album
album,
videoororepisode.
season.
individual
, video
They will be able to decide whether they will make their
content available
availableas
fora lease
”download-able„
or bounty
to rent or cost
content
streamororsale
download,
and set the
for a speciic period of time.
respectively.
VibraVid will also provide creators with the means to create
crowd-fundedprojects,
projects as
aswell
wellas
assell
sellmmerchandise
andtickets
tickets
crowd-funded
erchandise and
to events.
The marketing section on the creators dashboard will allow for
the set up of bounties for platform users to earn BeatzCoin,
focused recommendations to users, spotlight promotion, as
well as rotation spots on our streaming platforms VibraVid TV
and VibraVid Radio.
Creators will also be able to participate in VibraVid sponsored
creator competitions.
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Roadmap
Q4
2017
December
2017
BeatzCoin concept, idea, and initial development
propelled by founder, Steven Zambron

January
Q1
2018 2018
Project development, team building, and
strategic planning

February
Q1
2018 2018
Roadmap finalized, and web-development
begins

June
2018
Q2
2018
VibraVid incorporates, 1st draft of the
Whitepaper is released, and beatzcoin.io and
vibravid.io are launched

Q3
2018 2018
August
BeatzCoin launches an airdrop and bounty campaign,
coinciding with TRC-10 token creation on the Tron
network and Preliminary Token Trading Event

Q3
2018
September
2018
BeatzCoin launches and completes a 2-week
Private Token Trading Event via Telegram

Q4
2018
December
2018
BeatzCoin announces support from major
recording artists, both Bizarre of D-12, and
Deniro from the Balkans

February
Q1
2019 2019
BeatzCoin launches the Artist and Content
Creator Accelerator campaign to attract artists
to the pre-launch of the platform
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Q2 2019
2019
Q3
The launch of the VibraVId platform,
coinciding
with an testing
IEO as our Main Token
open to community
Trading Event.

July2019
2019
Q3
VibraVid
Radio,launch
VibraVid
VibraVid public
andTV,
IEOand advertising
integration development

September
2019
Q4
2019
BeatzCoin
development
and POLS
Advertising wallet
and POLS
development
integration

January
Q1
2020 2020
VibraVid
Radio Launch,
and community
VibraVid advertising
integration,
where content
copyright
protection
development
creators and listeners/viewers can both earn advertising

revenue

February
Q2
2020 2020
VibraVid advertisingVibraVid
integration,
where
TV launch
content creators and listeners/viewers can
both earn advertising revenue

June
2020
Q3
2020
VibraVid
TV launch
VibraVid radio
launch

July2020
2020
Q3
Further AI development and integration
toward creating a self-sustainable platform via
AI, smart-contracts, dApp initiatives, etc.
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Technology and security
The three primary aspects of BeatzCoin are the Video/
Audio Streaming, Payment Incentivization, and License and
Distribution Control.
VibraVid aims to build a reward structure for accessing,
watching and listening to content while allowing for the
licensing control of the content to be held directly by the
creator.
We will make use of the BitTorrent Protocol. Under this
protocol, the transfer of large and highly demanded iles will
be facilitated without the use of a centralized server.
BitTorrent allows for iles to be shared and accessed by many
distributed devices. These iles will be accessed by referencing
cryptographic hashes ”info hashes„ which verify each piece of
data that is being transferred. These info hashes are assigned
upon upload to the VibraVid platform, from here the iles are
distributed amongst users and are tracked via a BitTorrent
distributed database of peers.
VibraVid chose to use BitTorrent for several reasons:
Due to nodes on the network, space is plentiful
A Tron based protocol aligns with the VibraVid vision.
Fast Bandwidth Speeds.
Larger iles can be automatically split into chunks.
Eliminates the possibility of a single point of failure ”such as
a server connection„.
BitTorrent
decentralized
protocol
with with
over 100
BitTorrentisisa aproven
proven
decentralized
protocol
over 1
million
users
worldwide.
billion users worldwide.
VibraVid users will not only receive incentivization in the
form of BeatzCoin but will also be rewarded for sharing
iles via BitTorrent in the form of BTT ”if they choose to„.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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VibraVid acknowledges one potential issue:
The possibility to steal content from the site using 3rd party
plug-in applications.

.

VibraVid will embed all video, audio, and image iles directly
on to the site. This will prevent users from simply right-clicking
and download any of the content within the site.
The team is continuing to research MusicTrace Watermark
embedding as well as hidden video watermarking to be
used on the VibraVid platform to combat unauthorized
downloading.
The Tron Mainnet will be used for all cryptocurrency
transactions made between users. Transaction made within
the platform between wallets have tested to be conirmed in
3-5 seconds. Transactions from platform wallet to an exchange
will still take an average of 5-10 minutes depending on the
amount of conirmations required from the speciic exchange.
Tron charges a transfer fee of 0.1 TRX per wallet to wallet
transfer, VibraVid
as of now
BeatzCoin
will anot
charge
transfer
transfer.
will
sustain by”BTZC„
charging
very
sm all atransfer
or transaction
transactionfee,
fee.where BeatzCoin will be the best m ethod/ option.
or
Lastly, VibraVid is an advocate of free speech without
censorship, however, there is also the concern of illicit
materials such as pirated content or pornography making its
way into the network. The team will monitor content to ensure
that these materials do not get uploaded to the platform,
however, should they be uploaded, we will blacklist the hash
for any of these videos, making it irretrievable. VibraVid plans
for further decentralization by implementing consensus-based
reviews of posted material. This will allow the community to
determine what is not safe for viewing.
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Crowdsale overview
Know your customer/anti-money laundering regulations
For our token sale, VibraVid will follow all mandatory legal
requirements in line with the KYC ”Know Your Customer„ and
AML ”Anti-Money Laundering„ regulation and with solutions in
place to detect and prevent suspicious activity for our token
sales.
As part of the token sale, background and compliance checks
are executed on all token buyers. The KYC process is a
fundamentally important part of VibraVid’s promise to identify
users who require further investigation, and for ultimately
providing evidence to enable VibraVid to approve/deny new
users.
The KYC process includes validating the identity of users
involving personal ID veriication checks. A successful KYC
process must also comply with local regulations, and VibraVid
will do so without altering the customer experience. The
platform that hosts the token sale for VibraVid will include, KYC
processes and procedures as well as establish speciic rules to
comply with local regulatory requirements
Token structure
VibraVid will hold a preliminary Token Trading Event, and a
Main Token Trading Event. The preliminary will be announced
in August 2018 and will run until October 15, 2018. The Main
Event will be held on an exchange as an IEO ”Initial Exchange
Ofering„.We
Wewill
willbe
beoffering
ofering
1 Billion
BTZC at
at aa value
valueof
of.5$.02
Ofering).
1.2
Billion BTZC
TRX.
The IEO
IEO is
is scheduled
begin
Mayin1,Q3
2019
pending
exchange
The
expected tototake
place
2019,
pending
exchange
support and
andVibraVid
VibraVidpublic
release
support
launch.
The hard cap target for our Token Trading Event will be:
$20,000,000
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VibraVid will create 3,000,000,000 ”3 billion„ BeatzCoin. From
these tokens, 6% is allocated to the Preliminary Token Trading
Event, and 40% will be allocated to the Main Token Trading
Event. The VibraVid Team will be allocated 18% of the total
supply, which will be locked for a period of 18 months. 6% will
be allocated to Bounties and Airdrops, and 15% will be used
for marketing and further development. VibraVid will hold onto
the remaining 15%, which will be locked until January 1, 2020,
and used for future funding and our POLS system.
Tokens may be exchanged using Tron ”TRX„. Tronscan.org
and Telegram will be the only 2 platforms to participate in our
Preliminary Token Trading Event. The location of the Main
Event is still to be determined. Be sure to verify any ofers
through our website and social-media. Our oicial TRON
WALLET address is: TV6jkvfAntSDohZF3onVSnpb4wceEPh32a
TGcvY5rcopeyooHcNbxa3XEKVuJws3y9Td
and Official
our Oicial
Token
ID: 1002413
Our
Token
ID: 1002413

6%
6%
15%

Preliminary trading event
Airdrops
Marketing & development
Reserved & locked until 2020
Team
Main token trading event

15%
18%
40%
% of distribution of tokens
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Token trading event overview

2%

5%

Legal & inancial

Miscellaneous

10%

Market maker
& exchanges

50%

15%

Infrastructure
& development

Market, branding
& partnerships

18%
Vibravid team

Allocation of
of IEO
ICO revenue
revenue
Allocation
Preliminary
During the Preliminary, we will ofer 180,000,000 tokens,
which accounts for 6% of the total supply. These tokens will be
exchanged at the price equivalent of 5 BTZC = 1 TRX.

=
1 TRX = 5 BTZC

Main Token Trading Event
The Main Event will see us ofer an additional 1,200,000,000
tokens. These tokens will be exchanged at the price equivalent
of 11 BTZC
BTZC = $0.02
$0.02(or .5 TRX, whichever is lesser at the time).

$

=

$0.02 = 1 BTZC
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Ensuring decentralization
In an efort to protect the integrity of the VibraVid platform
and prevent Beatzcoin price manipulation, we’ll take the
following steps:
All unsold
tokens
during
will befor
burned
We
will im plem
entofered
a rewards
and the
burnsale
structure
unsold tokens* *
The reserved supply of 15% will be locked until 2020
67% of the tokens will be distributed to the community
through airdrops, sales or as payments for services.

.
.
.

**
20% allocated for business partnerships
20% allocated for artists' development and onboarding
15% locked until 2021
15% locked until 2022
- 30% burn schedule
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Terms & legal
– IMPORTANT NOTICES
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ THIS SECTION AND THE FOLLOWING
SECTIONS ENTITLED DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY , NO
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY VIBRAVID, INC. ,
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU , CAUTIONARY
NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS , NO ADVICE ,
RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION , NO
OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION AND RISKS AND
UNCERTAINTIES . IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE
ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR
LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR”S„.
The BeatzCoin Tokens ”collectively the Tokens „, as deined
in the White Paper, are not intended to constitute securities
in any jurisdiction. This White Paper does not constitute a
prospectus or ofer document of any sort and is not intended
to constitute an ofer of securities or a solicitation for
investment in securities in any jurisdiction.
This White Paper does not constitute or form part of any
opinion on any advice to sell, or any solicitation of any ofer
by VibraVid, Inc. to purchase any Token nor shall it or any part
of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be
relied upon in connection with, any contract or token purchase
decision.
No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal
commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of the Tokens
and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be
accepted on the basis of this White Paper.
Any agreement as between the distributor and you as a
purchaser, and in relation to any sale and purchase, of the
Tokens ”as referred to in this White Paper„ is to be governed by
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only a separate document setting out the terms and conditions
”the T&Cs „ of such agreement. In the event of any
inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this White Paper, the
former shall prevail.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of
the information set out in this White Paper. No such action has
been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements
or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or
dissemination of this White Paper does not imply that the
applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been
complied with.
This White Paper, any part thereof or any copy thereof must
not be taken or transmitted to any country where distribution
or dissemination of this White Paper is prohibited or restricted.
No part of this White Paper is to be reproduced, distributed or
disseminated without including this section and the following
sections entitled Disclaimer of Liability , No Representations
and Warranties by VibraVid, Inc. , Representations and
Warranties by You , Cautionary Note On Forward-Looking
Statements , No Advice , Restrictions On Distribution and
Dissemination , No Ofer of Securities Or Registration and
Risks and Uncertainties .
– DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws,
regulations and rules, VibraVid, Inc. and/or its ailiates shall
not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential
or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise
”including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or proits,
and loss of use or data„, arising out of or in connection with
any acceptance of or reliance on this White Paper or any part
thereof by you.
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– NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY VIBRAVID
VibraVid Inc. does not make or purport to make, and hereby
disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking in
any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any
representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the
truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set
out in this White Paper.
– REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU
By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information
in this White Paper or such part thereof ”as the case may be„,
you represent and warrant to VibraVid Inc. and/or its ailiates
follows:
A. you agree and acknowledge that the Tokens do not
constitute securities in any form in any jurisdiction;
B. you agree and acknowledge that this White Paper does
not constitute a prospectus or ofer document of any sort
and is not intended to constitute an ofer of securities in any
jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in securities and
you are not bound to enter into any contract or binding legal
commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment
is to be accepted on the basis of this White Paper;
C. you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority
has examined or approved of the information set out in this
White Paper, no action has been or will be taken under the
laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction
and the publication, distribution or dissemination of this
White Paper to you does not imply that the applicable laws,
regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with;
D. you agree and acknowledge that this White Paper, the
undertaking and/ or the completion of the Token Sale, or
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future trading of the Tokens on any cryptocurrency exchange,
shall not be construed, interpreted or deemed by you as
an indication of the merits of VibraVid, Inc., its ailiates, the
Tokens, and the Token Sale;
E. the distribution or dissemination of this White Paper, or
any copy thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not
prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or
rules in your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation
to possession are applicable, you have observed and complied
with all such restrictions at your own expense and without
liability to VibraVid, Inc., and/or its ailiates.
F. you agree and acknowledge that in the case where
you wish to purchase the Tokens are NOT to be construed,
interpreted, classiied or treated as:
”I.„ any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency
”II.„ debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity
”whether VibraVid, Inc. and/or its ailiates„, rights, options or
derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares;
”III.„ units in a collective investment scheme;
”IV.„ units in a business trust;
”V.„ derivatives of units in a business trust; or
”VI.„ any other security or class of securities.
G. you have a basic degree of understanding of
cryptocurrencies, blockchainbased software systems,
cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage
mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract
technology;
H. you are fully aware and understand that in the case where
you wish to purchase the Tokens, there are risks associated
with BeatzCoin, VibraVid, Inc., and its ailiates, their respective
business and operations, the Tokens, and the Token Sale;
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I. you agree and acknowledge that neither VibraVid Inc,
nor its ailiates is liable for any indirect, special, incidental,
consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract
or otherwise ”including but not limited to loss of revenue,
income or proits, and loss of use or data„, arising out of or in
connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this White
Paper or any part thereof by you; and all of the above
representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate
and non- misleading from the time of your access to and/ or
acceptance ofpossession this White Paper or any part thereof
”as the case may be„.
CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
This White Paper may contain certain forward-looking
statements including, but not limited to, statements as to
future operating results and plans that involve risks and
uncertainties. We use words such as expects , anticipates ,
believes , estimates , the negative of these terms and similar
expressions to identify forward looking statements. Such
forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual
results, performance or achievements of the VibraVid Inc., its
ailiates and/or the VibraVid Foundation to difer materially
from any future results, performance or achievements
expressed or implied by those projected in the forward-looking
statements for any reason.
NO ADVICE
No information in this White Paper should be considered to
be business, legal, inancial or tax advice regarding VibraVid
Inc., its ailiates, the VibraVid Foundation, the Tokens, and
the Token Sale. You should consult your own legal, inancial,
tax or other professional adviser regarding VibraVid Inc., its
ailiates and/or the VibraVid Foundation and their respective
businesses and operations, the Tokens, and the Token Sale.
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You should be aware that you may be required to bear the
inancial risk of any purchase of the Tokens for an indeinite
period of time.
RESTRICTIONS OF DISTRIBUTION
The distribution or dissemination of this White Paper or any
part thereof may be prohibited or restricted by the laws,
regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In
the case where any restriction applies, you are to inform
yourself about, and to observe, any restrictions which are
applicable to your possession of this White Paper or such
part thereof ”as the case may be„ at your own expense and
without liability toVibraVid Inc., its ailiates and/or the VibraVid
Foundation. Persons to whom a copy of this White Paper
has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or
who otherwise have the White Paper in their possession shall
not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise
distribute this White Paper or any information contained
herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the
same to occur.
NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION
This White Paper does not constitute a prospectus or ofer
document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an
ofer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities
in any jurisdiction. No person is bound to enter into any
contract or binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency
or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of
this White Paper. Any agreement in relation to any sale and
purchaseof the Tokens is tobe governedbyonly the T&Cs of
such agreement and no other document. In the event of any
inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this White Paper, the
former shall prevail.
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No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of
the information set out in this White Paper. No such action has
been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements
or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or
dissemination of this White Paper does not imply that the
applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been
complied with.
RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES
Prospective purchasers of the Tokens should carefully
consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties associated
with BeatzCoin, VibraVid Inc., its ailiates, the VibraVid
Foundation and their respective businesses and operations,
the Tokens, and the Token Sale, all information set out in this
White Paper and the T&Cs prior to any purchase of the Tokens.
If any of such risks and uncertainties develops into actual
events, the business, inancial condition, results of operations
and prospects of VibraVid, its ailiates and/or the VibraVid
Foundation could be materially and adversely afected. In such
cases, you may lose all or part of the value of the the Tokens.
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